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DASYPELTIS MEDICI LAMUENSIS, A NEWRACE OF
EGG-EATING SNAKE (OPHIDIA, REPTILIA) FROM

COASTALEAST AFRICA

By Carl Gans

Museum of Couii);iiativc Zoology and Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Some time ago an analysis of the African egg-eating snakes

of the genus Dosypeltis indicated the presence of an undescribed

race from coastal East Africa. However, as the entire revision

of this genus will not be published for several months, I am

descril)ing the new' race here in order that Mr. Arthur Loveridge

may include it in his checklist of the reptiles and amphibians
of East Africa, which is now in press.

In 1942, Loveridge revived Dasypelfis medici as a subspecies
of the wide-ranging D. scahra. Examination of additional speci-

mens from supplementary localities convinced me that two forms

are involved, and furthermore that D. scahiri and medici, though

sympatric in many areas, are distinct species which, besides

their color patterns, show differences in a number of other

characters. Among these are ventral and caudal counts of both

male and female species, body proportions, etc.

In his 1942 paper Loveridge mentioned in passing that north-

ern specimens of medici were unicolored and did not possess

the characteristic color pattern upon the basis of which this

species was initially described by Bianeoni. The ''uniform"

coloration has been found to be associated with significantly

lower ventral counts and the northern specimens are here

recognized as a distinct race.

The detailed acknowledgments to the many who helped with

the analysis Avill be given in the main paper. Here I restrict

myself to thanking Ernest E. Williams and Arthur Loveridge
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of the Museum of Comparative Zoology (MCZ) for checking

this paper, the John Simon Guggenheim and National Science

Foundations for supporting the research upon wliicli this paper

Figure 1. Dasypeltis medici. Dorsal views showing pattern atop head.

Top. D. m. medici —BM 12-1-30-6 from Matemo, Mozambique. Bottovi.

I), m. lamuensis —BM 51-1-3-73 from Kilifi, Kenya. Note that the pattern

is almost completely faded out on the parietal scales of lamuensis, and has

disappeared in the nuchal region. The pustulosity or pitting on the head

shields and the dark pigmentation of the pits is clearly apparent.
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is based, and i\lr. J. C. Battersby of the British Museum (Natu-
ral History). London (BM), as well as Dr. Heinz Wermuth of

the Zoolooisehen Museums der Universitat, Berlin (ZMTH, for

the loan of paratype material.

DASYPELTIS MEDICI (Bianeoni), 1859

1. rattern, (>onsisting of narrow lateral liars (of which at least the first

liirce to eight fuse to form narrow Vs on the nape), extends the entire

length of snake from the head on to the tail; ventrals more than 229

in males, more than 236 in females D. m. medici.

2. Pattern, if present, restricted to top of head (see Fig. 1) ;
ventrals

229 or less in males, less than 233 in females D. m. lamucnsis.

Dasypeltis MEDICI MEDICI (Bianconl), 1859

Dip.su.s Medici Bianeoni, 1859, p. 277. No locality designated, luit

Mozambique b.v inference. Type in Bologna Museum.

Dasiipeltis scaher var. fasciolata Peters, 1868, p. 451. Type (ZMU 5737)

from "
Angeblich aus Zanzibar".

Dasypeltis elongata Moequard, 1888, p. 131. Type locality: Zanzibar. Type
in Museum d 'Histoire Naturelle, Paris.

Diagnosis. Three to eight narrow Vs commencino- on the nape,
followed by a series of narrow, lateral, dark red-brown bars.

These bars wall encircle a pink to silvery-white vertebral dot, if

they coalesce with their fellows from the opposite flank. In some

specimens the posterior ])ands are situated betw^een more or less

clearly expressed oval dorsal saddles, while various intermediate

patterns (see Fig-. 2) have also been observed. The dorsum is a

light reddish-brown, which shows a considerable amount of

mottling under the binocular microscope. The apical scale pits,

as well as those of the head region, are a dark brow-n, this pig-

mentation being found on all scales and very sharply set off.

The ventrum is a clear pink, more or less regularly stippled with

grey. Beneath the tail of many specimens, particularly^ in

males, this stippling is arranged in two to four lines. In other

individuals, hoAvever, the distribution of the stippling appears
to be haphazard. Three lateral scale rows are definitely reduced

and inclined, and they, as well as some of the adjacent rows,

generally have strongly serrated keels. The frontals shoAv pitting
or pustulosity over their entire surface as do most of the other

cephalic scales (see Fig. 1). The inter-prefrontal suture is not
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depressed. Veiitrals in males 235-253, in females 237-259 ; eau-

dals 82-109 and 71-80, respectively.

Range. Coastal East Africa. Extreme southern Kenya, Tan-

ganyika, northern and central INIozambiqnc ; inland to Xyasaland.

Figure 2. Dasypeltis m. medici. Dorsal views at midbody showing color

pattern variants of this race. Top. BM 12-1-30-6 from Matemo, Mozam-

bique. Bottom. BM 97-6-9106 from between Nkata Bay and Ruarwe,

Xyasaland. Note lighter middorsal spots between the saddles, the regular

pigmentation of the apical scale pits, and the general speckling of the

ground color.
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Disfribidio)! records. (Maj) 1 shows Die relation of these

localities to eaeh other. Records from the literature are starred.)

KENYA: Takannon. Between Voi and Ndi, Taita. TANGAN-
YIKA: Zanzibar Coast. Kibonp:oto' Kilimanjaro ( Intergrade"?

specimen^. Amani, Usamljara Mts. Usambara. Makindn Kiver.

Morogoro. Nyange, lUugurn Mts. Northern Ukutu (Kuthu)

Steppe. Tendaguru. Mikindani. Nchingidi. Liwale. ZANZI-
BAR. JMAFIA. MOZAMBIQUE: Matemo. Ribaue, Nyassa
Prov. NYA8ALAND: Between Nkata Bay and Rnarwe. Zomba.

Cholo Mtn.

DaSYPELTIS MEDICI LAMUENSIS Subsp. IIOV.

Uasyiniiis pahnarum I'etors (not of Loach), 1878, p. 20G. 1 ex. Taita,

Kenya (J. M. Hildebrandt) : ZMU.

DasypcUis scahra var. F (part), Boulenger, 189-4, p. 356. 1 ex. Mt. Kili-

manjaro, Tanganyika (F. J. Jackson) : BM.

Dasyprltis scahrr Uthnioller (part), 1934, p. 113. 1 ex. nr. Goniberi, Kili-

manjaro, Tanganyika (Uthmoller) : Zool. Staatssanimlung, Miinchen.

DasypcUis scahcr Loveridge (part), 1936, p. 256. 1 ex. Mt. Mbololo; 2 ex.

Lamu Island, Kenya (Loveridge) : MCZ.

DasypcUis scahcr Scortecci (part), 1939, p. 276. 1 ex. Belet Aniin, Ital.

Somaliland = Somalia (S. Patrizi) : Genoa Civ. Mus. Stated to be

nnifonn grey dorsally.

DasypcUis scahcr mcdici Loveridge (part), 1942, p. 283. Mention of uni-

formly colored northeastern material : MCZ.

Diagnosis. Uniform reddish-brown dorsally, fading to butf in

some specimens after preservation (Loveridge). Pink ventrally

with a fine speckle of a slightly darker pinkish-brown denser on

the sides (Fig. 4, bottom). Some specimens are a uniform olive

grey, fading to a plumbeous grey after preservation. These have

a light grey ventrum, minutely flecked with white. A vague or

distinct mottling of the ground color may be seen under the

binocular microscope (see Fig. 4, top). Apical pits of body and

marginal pits of head scales distinctly pigmented with a darker

reddish-brown (see Fig. 1). With proper illumination faint to

clear V-shaped markings can be discerned on the parietal scales

of some specimens. Three lateral scale rows are distinctly reduced

and inclined, and they, as well as several of the adjacent rows,

1 The status of this specimen is discussed helow and its data are not included
in the above ranges tor tliis subspecies.
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Figure 3
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generally have strongly serrated keels. Each frontal scale shows

pnstulosity or pitting aroniul tlie ])(M'ipluM'v and in the center.

The suture lietwcen the pi'efroutals is not depressed. V^nitrals

in males 226-22!), in females 22G-232; caudals 84-94 and 72-84,

respectively.

Holoti/pc. jMuseuni of Comparative Zoology No. 40582, an

adult male from Lanui Island, Ken\a, collected by Arthur Lovei--

idge 12 May 1934.

Allotype. Museum of Comparative Zoology No. 40588, an

adult female collected with the type.

Paratypes. British Museum (Natural History) Nos. 51-1-3-72

and 51-1-3-73 from Kilifi, north of Mombasa, Kenya. Also Brit-

ish Museum (Natural History) No. 98-1-8-15 from Maungu,
near Voi, Kenya ;

iMuseum of Comparative Zoology No. 40580

from Mt. Mbololo, Kenya ; Zoologisches Museum der Universitat

(Berlin) No. 9244 from Taita (region), Kenya; and British

Museum (Natural History) No. 87-11-3-31 from Mt. Kilimanjaro,

Tanganyika.

Description. Both the Lamu holotype and allotype are a uni-

form brownish-red dorsall}^ and a speckled pink on the venter.

Under proper illumination a very faint, posteriorly-directed V
may be discerned on the parietal scales (see Fig. 3, top). Scale

pits on head and body with sharply defined darker brown pig-

mentation, though this is only slightly darker than the dorsal

color (Fig. 3, bottom) and not as clearly visible as on lighter

specimens (Fig. 4, middle). The frontals are pitted around

their margins and pustules are also present in their centers, with

the other head shields showing a similar pattern. The suture

between the prefrontals is not depressed, the ocular-temporal

formula is l+2-(-2-|-3, and the upper labials and eye contact are

7(34). Counts of ventrals are 226 for both type and allotype,

caudals are 94 and 84, dorsals 23 and 24 at midbody respectively.

The third, fourth and fifth rows of dorsal scales from each side

are reduced, inclined and serrated, and the keels of the dorsal

Figure 3. Dasypellis m. hnniiensis. Views of the holotype (MCZ 40582).

Top. Dorsal view of head. Middle. Lateral view of head. Bottom. Dorso-

lateral view of specimen in the midbody region. Note the very faint pattern

on the parietals, and the fact that the prefrontals, oculars, anterior labials,

etc. are covered with pigmented pits.
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Figiiie 4
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scales are serrated around the body in the anal ref^ion of the

type, hut not of the pai-atype. Body and tail lengths are 498+
132 nun. and 570-|-128 nnn. respectively .

Range. Coastal East Africa from Somalia soutli to the Kenya-
Tanganyika frontier.

Disiribufion records. SOMALIA: Belet Amin (Scortecci,

hm). KENYA: Lamu Island (Loveridge, WSd) ;
MCZ40582,

40583. Kilifi, north of Mombasa. BM 51-1-3-72, 51-1-3-73.

Mauno-u near Voi. BM 98-1-8-15. Mt. Mbololo (Loveridge,
1936); MCZ 40580. Taita (Peters, 1878); ZMU 9244. TAN-
GANYIKA: Mt. Kilimanjaro (Bouleno-er, 1894) ;

BM87-11-3-31.

Near Gomberi, Mt. Kilimanjaro (Uthmoller, 1934).
Discussio)t. The map shows the relative position of collectino'

localities for both patterned and unicolored forms of D. medici.

The species appears to be restricted to the coastal regions below

1000 meters, generally characterized by their reddish laterite

soils (Loveridge, 1942) . As may be seen from the map, all but two
of the Kenya specimens are definitely unicolored. Pattern is

present in the Voi-Ndi juvenile, but the Takaungu individual is

an almost completely faded adult, which lacks even the pigmenta-
tion of the apical pits so characteristic of the species. Two of the

three specimens from the vicinity of Mt. Kilimanjaro (seen, or

reported on in the literature) were unicolored, while the dorsal

pattern of the third is faded out posteriorly. All other speci-

mens and records from Tanganyika have, or are said to have, a

color pattern.
Of the other characters examined only ventral counts show

elinal variation. Figure 5 demonstrates these counts for male and
female specimens of the two color phases, showing the sharply

Figure 4. Dasypeltis ?h. lamucnsis. Views of the midbody region of

different specimens to demonstrate certain characteristics of the pigmenta-
tion. Top. BM 51-1-3-73 from Kilifi, Kenya. Lateral view of dark grey

specimen, showing the extensive speckling of the ground color, which almost

masks the pigmentation of the apical pits. Middle. BM 98-1 8-15 from

Maungu, Kenya. Lateral view of light colored specimen which clearly

shows both pigmentation of apical pits and lateral scale arrangement. Note

that the ground color is still speckled. Bottom. BM 51-1-3-72 from Kilifi,

Kenya. Ventrolateral view of specimen showing color invasion and speckling

of light colored ventrum.
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LAMU ISLAND
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Jjasi/pt'ltis medici. Map showing loc-alities for all specimens acliiaUy

examine.! as well as for the literature record from Belet Amin. Solid dots

stand for records of m. medici, open circles for records of m. lamuoi.si.s.

Divided circles refer to the paiis of immediately adjacent records discussed

in the text.
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distinct ranfjcs. The only exception is furnished by the faintly

patterned specimen from Kibonjroto' Kilimanjaro. This has a

ventral count of 218, i.e. 8 less than the lowest count for a

unicolored specimen and 19 less than the lowest count for a

patterned specimen.
In view of the fact that Ihe two populations replace each other

jreographically, that they ditfer in two characters which break in

the same zone, and that there exists a possibly intermediate speci-
men from a geographically intermediate region, they are here

considered to be subspecifically distinct. This decision has been

MALES

lamuensis

me

FEMALES

lamuensis

medic

220 230 240 260

V E N T R A L S

Figure 5. Dasypcltis vtcdici. Graph showing ventral counts of all speci-

mens of the two races actually examined. Note the anomalous count of

the Kibongoto specimen.
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consciously influenced by a desire to focus attention upon this

population in the hope that this will permit re-examination of

the matter on the basis of more nearly adequate collections.

It has been suf>'0'ested that this situation represents two adja-

cent species and that the patterned Kilimanjaro specimen is a

hybrid. While the material is insufficient to decide the point,

there is some evidence against this idea. Thus both of these

color patterns feature a sharply defined pigmentation of the

apical scale pits and are the only forms within the genus that

have this characteristic. Besides which, 45 out of 46 specimens of

the combined sample have frontals that are entirely, rather than

marginally, pustulated or pitted, a frequency not approached

by any other population, with the exception of Dasypcltis scahra

from South Africa. In view of these facts and in the absence of

more detailed data, the two forms are considered to belong to a

single polytypic species.
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